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Abstract— Now days in the international of conversation, 

securing the statistics is Main criteria even as verbal exchange 

within the community. Usually customers alternate the 

confidential statistics and documents at some point of verbal 

exchange. So, that Security is crucial criteria in 

Communication. Security and communication are 

inseparable words. In order to provide safety to the statistics 

we are using cryptography and Steganography strategies 

together. This paper proposes Assured Data Communication 

through Using Cryptography and Steganography collectively. 

The mixture of those two techniques can offer robust platform 

for secured records conversation System. Here, We Create a 

Cipher textual content (Encrypted) of text message Using 

Cryptography Techniques and then we hide the Cipher 

textual content into Multimedia Using Steganography [1] 

techniques. We used SDES algorithm in Cryptography for 

data Encryption and Decryption, LSB Method of 

Steganography to cover Cipher textual content into image. 

This Proposed System affords high Assured Communication 

System. So that Intruders fail to crack records 

Communication even in Non-Secure channels. 

Keywords: Cryptography, Steganography, SDES, picture 

hiding, least full-size bit technique 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Security of the records transmission place essential 

function in Communication Networks. A Communication 

System is dependable as long because it affords high level of 

Security. Usually, Users Exchange the Personal Sensitive 

records or essential documentation. In this form of case users 

want a Security , Integrity , authentication and Confidentiality 

of exchanged statistics maximum be provided to person over 

a the transmission medium. Present days, Internet is 

multimedia could be very popular, a big amount of 

information is exchanged every 2d in over non comfortable 

channel, which might not be secure. Therefore, it is important 

to shield the exclusive facts from intruders. To guard the 

touchy records; Cryptography and Steganography strategies 

Used. Cryptography is the Science of keeping the transmitted 

facts Secure. Using Cryptography techniques we're provide 

the confident (comfy) facts transmission. It presents 

Encryption procedure for confident (at ease) verbal exchange. 

The Encryption method is carried out before transmitting the 

message and decryption system carried out after receiver 

receives the encrypted message. Steganography is science of 

hiding the object in multimedia medium. In our proposed 

paper we took photo as multimedia medium. Conveys the 

data with the aid of concealing it in other medium which 

includes picture or audio that is referred to as the cover item. 

The statistics hiding technique is implemented earlier than 

transmission and the extraction process is applied after 

receiving. The main difference among cryptography and 

steganography primarily based on the lifestyles of the name 

of the game message. Cryptography encrypts the message and 

transmits it; anybody can view the encrypted message, but is 

very difficult to be understood, specifically if it has been 

encrypted with strong cryptographic set of rules. 

Steganography conceals the secrete message lifestyles with 

the aid of hiding it in cowl item 

A. Cryptographic flow 

 

B. Steganographic Flow 

 
Above 2 drift diagrams constitute the clear view of the 

Cryptography and Steganography principles and how they 

implemented. In our proposed system we are combining both 

these techniques and create robust and at ease communication 

gadget that may resist from intruders attack however it 

positive minor boundaries [2] that’s no longer depend at all. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

Previously their exist some works like our proposed machine 

but they're the use of either Cryptography or Steganography 

techniques of it and also a few works like both together 

(Cryptography and Steganography) additionally exist 

however they're no longer robust sufficient .Some of related 

works are failed in the secret records first off are converted 

into a sequence of symbols to be embedded in a notation 

gadget with more than one bases. In this example, the unique 

bases used are determined via the diploma of local variation 

of the pixel magnitudes within the host photo. Due to this 

associated works are fail to triumph over the troubles 

Changes stegoimage (cipher textual content hidden image) 

like color adjustments within the image. Colour change in 

image may provide the risk to intruders assault. A 

modification to the least great bit matching (LSBM) 

steganography became delivered in our proposed device. This 

amendment gives the preferred desire of a binary 

characteristic of  cowl pixels in place of to be random as in 

LSBM. To growth the extent of security, a mixed information 
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encoding and hiding process turned into proposed in our 

paper. This technique turned into used to conquer the trouble 

of photograph shade adjustments after the embedding 

method. The LSB steganography method was evolved in it 

based on embedding the name of the game message into the 

sharper aspect regions of the picture to make sure its 

resistance towards photograph steganalysis [5] based totally 

on statistical evaluation. In our proposed gadget keep away 

from the coloration modifications in it. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In our proposed system, we use both Cryptography (for 

encryption and steganography) and Steganography (for 

information hiding in the multimedia item) strategies 

collectively [4]. 

A. Cryptography   

Cryptography is the take a look at of way of converting data 

from its regular comprehensible form into an 

incomprehensible format. The set of rules utilized in this is 

Simplified Data Encryption Standard (SDES) [6]. 

1) In SDES Algorithm 

1) Input (undeniable text):10bits  

2) Output (cipher textual content):10bits  

3) Rounds:2  

4) Round keys are generated the use of diversifications and 

left shifts  

5) Encryption: initial permutation, round characteristic, 

transfer halves  

6) Decryption: identical as encryption ,besides spherical 

keys used in opposite route 

2) SDES Algorithm 

 
 

 
In above algorithm 

IP –Initial permutation 

fk1, fk2 – Round functions with keys k1, k2 SW - Shift 

operation 

K1, K2 -Secret keys 

B. Steganography  

Steganography [7] is the look at of means of concealing the 

information so as to prevent hackers from detecting the 

presence of the secret facts. In this task, we use a JPG or PNG 

photograph as a cowl item. The technique used in that is Least 

Significant Bit (LSB method)[12]. This approach enhancing 

the rightmost bit in every byte by means of replacing it with 

a chunk from the secret message. LSB technique is extra 

sizeable than MSB approach .In LSB approach we aren't seen 

the any difference between authentic photo and stego image 

[11] (statistics hidden photo). 

Example: 

 
Original Image 

 
Image with Hidden Text 

Through this approach intruders does now not apprehend 

which one is real picture which one data hidden. Our 

proposed System combining these 2 techniques in 

Cryptography and Steganography presents high degree 

Security in communication. 

C. Algorithm of Proposed System     

Input: Embed the message.  

Output: Message is embedded appropriately in a picture and 

reconstructed well. 

Begin  
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1) Message. 

2) Encrypting message. 

3) Implementing LSB Method steganography 

4) Embedding statistics 

5) Stego  picture. 

6) Extraction of embedded message. 

7) Encrypted message generation. 

8) Decryption. 

9) Original Message. 

10) End      

D. Proposed System   Flow Chart 

 
Block Diagram of the proposed system. 

IV. APPLICATIONS       

1) E-mails Credit card statistics.     

2) To protect military messages. 

3) Private quarter for tender purposes. 

4) Secure non-public files and documents 

5) Hide passwords and encryption keys    

A. User Interface 

 

B. Sender 

 

C. Steanigraphy Method 
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D. Receiver 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper introduced the idea of mixture of cryptography 

and steganography. The proposed approach provided a higher 

similarity among the cover and stego images is done that still 

yields a higher imperceptibility. 

As consistent with the outcomes acquired, 

steganography when combined with encryption offers a 

secured means of secret verbal exchange between two events. 

The destiny work might be to extended the paintings 

in addition by considering movies, advanced, cryptography 

and steganography algorithms on this idea. 
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